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ABSTRACT:
Noise in healthcare settings, such as hospitals, often exceeds levels recommended by health organizations. Although

researchers and medical professionals have raised concerns about the effect of these noise levels on spoken

communication, objective measures of behavioral intelligibility in hospital noise are lacking. Further, no studies of

intelligibility in hospital noise used medically relevant terminology, which may differentially impact intelligibility

compared to standard terminology in speech perception research and is essential for ensuring ecological validity.

Here, intelligibility was measured using online testing for 69 young adult listeners in three listening conditions (i.e.,

quiet, speech-shaped noise, and hospital noise: 23 listeners per condition) for four sentence types. Three sentence

types included medical terminology with varied lexical frequency and familiarity characteristics. A final sentence set

included non-medically related sentences. Results showed that intelligibility was negatively impacted by both noise

types with no significant difference between the hospital and speech-shaped noise. Medically related sentences were

not less intelligible overall, but word recognition accuracy was significantly positively correlated with both lexical

frequency and familiarity. These results support the need for continued research on how noise levels in healthcare

settings in concert with less familiar medical terminology impact communications and ultimately health outcomes.
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Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0011394
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I. INTRODUCTION

Noise in healthcare settings often exceeds recom-

mended sound levels set by the World Health Organization

(WHO) Guidelines for Community Noise (Berglund et al.,
1999). Hospitals, including adult and pediatric intensive

care units, operating rooms, patient rooms, hallways, nurs-

ing stations, and chemotherapy clinics, have all been found

to have noise levels that exceed the WHO guidelines (Gladd

and Saunders, 2011; Darbyshire and Young, 2013; Tainter

et al., 2016; Busch-Vishniac, 2019). Additionally, the noise

levels in hospitals appear to be getting worse, even with

new construction (Busch-Vishniac et al., 2005; Ryherd

et al., 2011). The noise in hospitals is a product of many

sources, including building noise (e.g., heating, ventilating,

and air conditioning), environmental sounds (e.g., service

carts, ice machines, doors closing), equipment sounds (e.g.,

alarms, ventilators, phones ringing), and human sounds

(e.g., conversations, coughing, activity noise) (MacKenzie

and Galbrun, 2007; Ryherd et al., 2011).

There are numerous potential deleterious impacts of

these high hospital noise levels. One of the most researched

areas is sleep disturbance. The results of these investigations

generally show negative impacts of noise on both quantity

and quality of sleep (Buxton et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2012),

although other analyses suggest that noise may not be the

leading cause of lowered sleep quality (Basner and

McGuire, 2018). A range of other possible negative physio-

logical effects have been suggested (e.g., slowed wound

healing, greater need for pain management, cardiovascular

changes, extended hospital stays, and increases in rehospi-

talization) (Ryherd et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2012). There

also is evidence that noise in healthcare settings is a signifi-

cant issue for staff, including increases in stress, tension

headaches, annoyance/irritation, and concentration difficul-

ties (Morrison et al., 2003; Ryherd et al., 2008; Ryherd

et al., 2012).

One impact of hospital noise that has received relatively

less attention is the potential detriment to effective oral com-

munication, even though successful communication between

healthcare providers and patients is paramount to high qual-

ity healthcare delivery. Some research has employed surveys

regarding the subjective views of patient-provider communi-

cation broadly and suggests that “communication” was the

top concern for patients (O’Hara et al., 2018); three types of

communication issues were identified: staff to patient (most

frequently cited by patients), staff to staff, and patient to

staff. In a recent systematic review of patient-provider

communication (Shukla et al., 2019), most studies reported

communication problems for older patients who were harda)Electronic mail: tbent@indiana.edu
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of hearing, including communication difficulties because of

noise levels (Mulley and Ng, 1995). One study analyzing

interactions between nurses and patients during admission

interviews noted that miscommunication occurred in 50% of

the conversations due to acoustic reasons, primarily back-

ground noise in combination with patient hearing loss

(VanCott, 1993). Background noise for individuals with

hearing loss has also been associated with decreased perfor-

mance on cognitive tests, potentially leading to higher rates

of medical misdiagnosis (Dupuis et al., 2016; Jorgensen

et al., 2016), higher rates of hospital readmission (Chang

et al., 2018), and the potential for misunderstanding of dis-

charge and medication instructions (Mormer et al., 2017).

Although frequently cited as a potential problem and as

“an area well deserving of much greater attention” [Busch-

Vishniac (2019), p. 7800], there is a dearth of objective

speech intelligibility data in hospital environments. The

noise in hospitals has the potential to be highly detrimental

to speech intelligibility not only due to the noise levels, as

discussed above, but also resulting from the noise types pre-

sent in the environment. The noise in hospitals is likely to

contain a mixture of relatively steady state noise, fluctuating

noise, and interfering speech sounds (MacKenzie and

Galbrun 2007; Okcu et al., 2012). These sound sources all

can be detrimental to speech intelligibility, and their impact

may differ across populations. For example, listeners who

are hard of hearing are more impacted by noise (Souza and

Turner, 1994). Fluctuations in background noise amplitude

can benefit listeners with normal hearing because listeners

can extract information from the sections with more favor-

able signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and put that information

together to identify words and sentences (Miller and

Licklider, 1950; Cooke, 2006). These fluctuations, however,

are less beneficial for listeners who are hard of hearing

(Festen and Plomp, 1990) and for older listeners with nor-

mal hearing compared to younger listeners with normal

hearing (Dubno et al., 2002). There may also be detriments

of informational masking within hospitals when the speech of

others in the environment competes with the target speaker.

Speech intelligibility can decrease when the interfering sounds

include meaningful speech (Sperry et al., 1997; Summers and

Molis, 2004), as may occur when other patients, healthcare

providers, or visitors are speaking near the patient’s location.

Only two published articles have evaluated speech intelli-

gibility in hospital noise specifically. Ryherd et al. (2013)

assessed the noise levels in five different hospitals, including a

range of unit types and locations. They employed the speech

intelligibility index (SII), which is a calculation of an acousti-

cal prediction shown to correlate with speech intelligibility in

multiple adverse conditions (ANSI, 1997). Their analysis

demonstrated that none of the units had noise levels that

would allow for “good” intelligibility, but rather levels leading

to predicted “marginal” to “poor” intelligibility with normal

voice levels. The SII measurements were also correlated with

staff perception of communication challenges.

The only study investigating speech intelligibility in

hospital noise with an objective behavioral measure was

Pope et al. (2013). In their study, hospitalized patients were

presented with sentences in quiet, mixed with white noise,

or mixed with hospital noise (with or without voices) using

SNRs of þ1.5, –3.5, and �8.5 dB. The sentences included

contexts where the final word was highly predictable (e.g.,

“For dessert, I’d like some apple pie”) and contexts where

the final word was low in predictability (e.g., “Mom talked

about the pie”). Participants were less accurate at identifying

the final keywords when the sentences were presented in

hospital noise with voices than without voices and were bet-

ter in all noise conditions for the high vs low context senten-

ces. Recall patterns mirrored the word identification

patterns. The authors note that the results suggest that there

may not be issues with patients understanding routine, high

context speech (e.g., “It’s time to take your meds”), but they

raise serious concerns about patient understanding and recall

for low context information (e.g., discharge instructions that

are unfamiliar and thus lower in supportive context). One

other study tested speech intelligibility in dental noise at an

SNR of þ5 dB (Mendel et al., 2008) with listeners with and

without hearing loss using sentences that were not medically

related. The results showed significant but very small reduc-

tions in performance with dental noise and for listeners with

hearing loss. However, performance in all conditions was

near ceiling (i.e., above 90% correct).

Beyond the soundscape in healthcare settings, the lin-

guistic characteristics of the messages to be conveyed must

be considered. Information about medical diagnoses, screen-

ing procedures, treatment plans, prognosis, and etiology of

illness may include many terms that are wholly unfamiliar

to patients or very infrequently encountered. There is a large

body of speech perception research that highlights how lin-

guistic factors can cause serious challenges for successful

communication. In addition to the impact of sentence con-

text, as shown in Pope et al. (2013) and many prior studies

(e.g., Miller and Isard, 1963; Duffy and Giolas, 1974;

Kalikow et al., 1977), lexical characteristics substantially

impact a listener’s ability to understand spoken language in

noise. For example, higher frequency words are more accu-

rately identified compared to lower frequency words

(Howes, 1957; Brysbaert et al., 2018). The level of subjec-

tive familiarity for lexical items also influences how quickly

and accurately words are perceived (Epstein et al., 1968;

Connine et al., 1990) with more familiar words showing

higher accuracy and faster identification than less familiar

words. How familiarity and frequency interact during word

recognition has not been established. Intelligibility studies

that include words varying in frequency typically control for

familiarity by only including words with high familiarity

(e.g., Bradlow and Pisoni, 1999) or by varying word famil-

iarity without manipulating word frequency (e.g., Epstein

et al., 1968; Sakamoto et al., 2004). However, there is evi-

dence that both word familiarity and frequency are impor-

tant during lexical access, with some evidence for divergent

effects in lexical decision and naming tasks (Colombo et al.,
2006; Connine et al., 1990). Including both word frequency

and familiarity will also be important for future studies with
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other populations, such as older listeners, since word fre-

quency and familiarity effects do not show the same patterns

across the adult lifespan (Newman and German, 2005).

These classic findings from the speech perception litera-

ture should be considered for evaluating the likely success

of patient-clinician communication in healthcare settings,

especially because interactions in these settings are likely to

include less frequent and less familiar terminology than in

other everyday interactions. The concerns about patient-

clinician communication are heightened by the low rates of

health literacy in the United States, including estimates that

there are 90� 106 Americans with low health literacy,

which has been called a crisis and one of the causes of

health disparities (Carmona, 2006). Health literacy has been

defined as “the capacity to obtain, process and understand

basic health information and services needed to make appro-

priate health care decisions” [Ratzan et al. (2000), p. 1].

Low health literacy may therefore lead to miscommunica-

tion. The use of unfamiliar medical jargon (Hadlow and

Pitts, 1991) and semi-technical terms (Smith and Davis,

2018) by healthcare professionals may lead to misunder-

standings and miscommunication.

To avoid these miscommunications, healthcare pro-

viders are advised to avoid some terminology or explain

potentially unfamiliar terms (Chapple et al., 1997).

However, there is evidence that doctors do not explain med-

ical terms when they are first introduced to patients (Koch-

Weser et al., 2009), nor do they consistently use “everyday

language” with patients (Bourhis et al., 1989; Denton et al.,
2020). Furthermore, various healthcare providers, including

physicians, nurses, and pharmacists, overestimate the level

of comprehension by patients (Byrne and Edeani, 1984;

Yoshida and Yoshida, 2014), and patients may also overesti-

mate their own understanding of medical terminology

(Chapman et al., 2003; Neill et al., 2020). In one discourse

analysis of admissions interviews, 25% of conversations

between nurses and patients had miscommunications due to

unfamiliar lexical items (VanCott, 1993). Finally, healthcare

professionals and patients may have different understand-

ings of the same medical terms or use different terms for the

same concepts (Lerner et al., 2000; Zeng et al., 2001).

However, healthcare providers need to tailor their communi-

cation to the level of knowledge of their patients, with some

analyses showing much higher levels of knowledge for med-

ical terminology for patients with chronic conditions who

access health information online (Fage-Butler and Jensen,

2016).

Although medical terminology has the potential for lead-

ing to miscommunications particularly in noisy places like

hospitals, it is also possible that the presence of hospital noise

itself could benefit the perception of medically related termi-

nology. There is strong evidence that listeners use social infor-

mation about the speaker when interpreting speech. For

example, the presentation of a visual image of a speaker can

influence how accented they sound or how intelligible they

are for listeners (Babel and Russell, 2015; McGowan, 2015).

Less is known about how the environmental context impacts

speech perception (Hay, 2018), but there is some evidence

that individuals store knowledge about the physical environ-

ment in which linguistic encounters take place and use that

information to guide their speech production and perception

(Hay et al., 2017). Therefore, the presence of hospital noise

may set the expectation for words that are medically related

and would raise their activation levels, conferring a perceptual

benefit to listeners for these congruent noise/sentence pairings

compared to incongruent pairings (e.g., hospital noise and an

unrelated sentence, such as “Mom talked about the pie”).

The current study was designed to build on the sparse

findings regarding objective measures of speech intelligibil-

ity in hospital noise while simultaneously integrating speech

materials that address another possible concern with effec-

tive communication across patients and healthcare pro-

viders: medical terminology composed of less familiar and

less frequent words. The intelligibility of sentences with and

without medically related words in three listening conditions

(quiet, speech-shaped noise, and hospital noise) was evalu-

ated using an online testing methodology. The medically

related sentences contained keywords of three types: high

frequency/high familiarity, low frequency/high familiarity,

and low frequency/low familiarity. The primary research

questions and associated hypotheses were as follows:

(1) How does intelligibility differ when sentences are pre-

sented in hospital noise compared to speech-shaped

noise?

Hypothesis: Intelligibility will be significantly worse in

hospital noise compared to speech-shaped noise.

(2) Does sentence intelligibility differ for sentences with

medically related words compared to sentences that are

traditionally employed in speech perception research

(i.e., not including medically related words)?

Hypothesis: Intelligibility will be similar across medical

and non-medical sentences for sentences where the key-

words have similar lexical characteristics.

(3) How do word familiarity and word frequency character-

istics with medically related sentences impact speech

intelligibility? How do these lexical characteristics inter-

act with noise type?

Hypothesis: Lower frequency and lower familiarity

words will be more difficult to identify in noise. There

will be an interaction between lexical characteristics and

noise such that worst performance will be seen with low

frequency, low familiarity words in hospital noise.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Listeners included 69 monolingual American English-

speaking adults. All participants indicated no current

speech, language, or hearing impairments. Most participants

had studied another language, but none of the included par-

ticipants indicated fluency in a language other than English.

Additional demographic information about the participants

can be found in Table I.
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An additional 14 participants were tested, but their data

were not included due to low effort responses (i.e., intelligi-

bility scores more than three standard deviations below the

mean for their condition; n¼ 5), daily interactions with

medical professionals (n¼ 6), bilingual language back-

ground (n¼ 2), or a reported noise level above 7 in their

environment from a scale of 1¼ very quiet to 10¼ very

loud (n¼ 1).

B. Stimuli

The sentence stimuli were taken from a recently devel-

oped corpus of medically related sentences (Perry et al.,
2021). For additional detail about the development of the

corpus, see Perry et al. (2021). Recordings of the full sen-

tence set along with the familiarity, frequency, and predict-

ability data described below can be accessed through our

Open Science Framework project repository (Bent et al.,
2022). The corpus includes 160 sentences with 40 sentences

for each of four types. Each sentence included three key-

words and was between four and nine words in length

(average¼ 6.9). Three of the sentence types are medically

related sentences with different keyword frequency and

familiarity profiles. These medically related sentences were

divided into high familiarity/high frequency, high familiarity/

low frequency, and low familiarity/low frequency (Table II).

Word frequency categorization was determined by the data

in the SUBTLEX-US database, a 51-million-word corpus

generated from American subtitles (Brysbaert and New,

2009; van Heuven et al., 2014). Using the Zipf scale, which

ranges from 1 to 7, keywords in the lower frequency senten-

ces had average Zipf scores between 1.7 and 3.99, and key-

words in the higher frequency sentences had average scores

from 4.3 to 5.3. Familiarity scores for the keywords in the

medically related sentences were gathered from 41 monolin-

gual American English listeners, who rated the words on a

scale of 1 to 7, where 1¼ “You have never seen or heard this

word before,” and 7¼ “You recognize the word and are

confident you know the meaning of the word” (Perry et al.,
2021). Sentences in the low familiarity category had average

ratings of 3.6–5.5, and those with high familiarity words had

average ratings of 6.7–7.0. The final sentence type includes

sentences adapted from the Hearing In Noise Test (HINT), a

standard sentence set used to evaluate intelligibility in noise

(Nilsson et al., 1994). Frequency scores for the keywords in

the HINT sentences were also taken from the SUBTLEX-US

corpus, and familiarity scores were taken from Nusbaum

et al. (1984). The keywords in the HINT sentences are

non-medically related words with high frequency and high

familiarity, as is the case with nearly all sentence stimuli

commonly used in research and clinical applications. Future

research could develop non-medically related sentences with

lower frequency and familiarity characteristics to compare to

the medically related sentences employed here.

The predictability of the keywords for all sentences

(standard and medically related) was determined through a

Cloze sentence test procedure. In this task, 48 monolingual

TABLE I. Background information about the participants in the three listening conditions.

Listening condition

Hospital noise Quiet Speech-shaped noise

Age (years) 25.0 (19–35) 26.2 (19–34) 26.3 (19–34)

Gender identity 10 female 9 female 11 female

12 male 13 male 12 male

1 gender fluid 1 nonbinary

Race 16 white; 4 Black or African

American; 3 biracial

15 white; 2 Black or African

American; 1 Asian American;

5 bi- or multi-racial

18 white; 1 Black or African

American; 2 biracial; 1 prefer

not to say

Ethnicity 4 Hispanic or Latinx 1 Hispanic or Latinx 5 Hispanic or Latinx

19 not Hispanic or Latinx 21 not Hispanic or Latinx 18 not Hispanic or Latinx

1 prefer not to say

Interaction with medical

professionals

10 minimal 8 minimal 8 minimal

11 low moderate 10 low moderate 10 low moderate

1 moderate 2 moderate 3 moderate

1 frequent 3 frequent 2 frequent

Highest level

of education

0 some high school 0 some high school 1 some high school

6 high school diploma 1 high school diploma 6 high school diploma

8 some college 9 some college 5 some college

2 associate degree 2 associate degree 0 associate degree

6 bachelor’s degree 8 bachelor’s degree 8 bachelor’s degree

1 master’s degree 3 master’s degree 3 master’s degree

Medically related course

work

6 no courses 3 no courses 6 no courses

7 one course 6 one course 5 one course

6 two courses 7 two courses 8 two courses

4 three or more courses 7 three or more courses 4 three or more courses
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American English listeners were presented orthographically

with a version of the sentence with one word missing. Their

task was to complete the sentence with the first word that

came to mind. Predictability scores were then determined by

the percent of participants who accurately guessed the target

keyword.

The 160 sentences were recorded by four monolingual

American English speakers, including two cisgender male

and two cisgender female speakers. All speakers grew up in

the Midwest, including in Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio, and

identified their dialect as either Midland (n¼ 2) or North

(n¼ 2). Three of the speakers identified as white and one as

biracial (Black and white). All identified as not Hispanic or

Latinx. Speakers were between the ages of 18 and 29 (avera-

ge¼ 22.5 years). The average fundamental frequencies for

the two female speakers were 201 and 213 Hz; for the two

male speakers, they were 119 and 139 Hz. Recordings were

made in a sound-attenuated booth using a Marantz

(Kanagawa, Japan) PDM670 digital recorder and a Shure

(Niles, IL) Dynamic WH20XLR headset microphone with a

sampling rate of 22 050 Hz. Sentences were equated for root

mean square (rms) amplitude. Throughout the recording ses-

sions, a researcher (S.P.) monitored the speakers’ pronuncia-

tions and asked them to repeat sentences with incorrect

pronunciations by supplying the correct pronunciation. The

sentences were read in the same order by all participants.

The speakers were told to speak conversationally like they

were speaking to a patient. They were not told that the sen-

tences would later be mixed with noise.

For the experiment, the sentences were presented in

quiet, speech-shaped noise, or hospital noise. The speech-

shaped noise was created by taking the long-term average

spectrum of a set of sentences and using it to filter a white

noise. The hospital noise was synthesized in previous work

(Messingher, 2013). It included noise sources typical of

healthcare facilities, such as conversation, medical alarms,

footfall, and ventilation, and was calibrated to match spec-

tral content, fluctuations over time, and other acoustic char-

acteristics typical of noise measured in real-world hospital

settings. The hospital noise was compressed using Audacity

to remove extreme peaks in the signal prior to mixing with

the sentences. Long-term average spectral analysis of the

two noise conditions was conducted in SigView version

5.3.2, normalized to 60 dBA to allow relative comparisons

as shown in Fig. 1. Despite differing source content and

fluctuations, the average spectral content of the two signals

was not substantially different across the majority of spec-

tral bands. More specifically, 68% of the one-third octave

bands plotted in Fig. 1 had a difference of 3 dB or less

between the two signals. Larger differences of up to 7.8 dB

were observed at certain bands and in the higher frequencies

(4000 Hz and above).

For the two noise-added conditions, each sentence was

mixed with a unique, randomly selected portion of one of

the noise files, either speech-shaped noise or hospital noise,

at a SNR of �1 dB that was 1 s longer than the sentence.

The SNR was selected based on pilot testing that suggested

that performance in the noise conditions would be at neither

ceiling nor floor. Furthermore, this SNR is in a range of

what would be expected in hospital settings based on prior

measurements and typical loudness for conversational

speech (Pope et al., 2013).

C. Procedure

Participants were recruited through Prolific (https://

www.prolific.co/). If they met the study criteria, the study

would appear as one in which they were eligible to partici-

pate. The inclusion criteria on Prolific required participants

to be monolingual English speakers, be American citizens,

be currently living in the United States, be between the ages

of 18 and 35 years, and have no hearing difficulties.

Participants were also excluded if they had participated in

one of the norming tasks for the development of the corpus

(e.g., word familiarity rating task). After opting to start the

study, participants were directed to a Qualtrics survey. This

survey included the study information sheet, on which they

could indicate their consent to participate by clicking a but-

ton. They then completed a headphone screening to ensure

they were wearing headphones rather than listening over

loudspeakers (Woods et al., 2017). In this screening, partici-

pants are presented with a series of three pure tones and are

asked to select the quietest tone. One of the tones is 180�

out of phase across the stereo channels and therefore should

result in phase cancellation. The task is designed to be easy

if the participants are wearing headphones but difficult to

perform using a speaker. They were given three opportuni-

ties to complete the screening. If they failed all three

attempts, they could not continue with the study. Seven par-

ticipants failed the headphone screening. If they passed the

headphone screening, they then continued to a demographic

TABLE II. Average and ranges by sentence for familiarity, frequency, and predictability across the four sentence types. Sentence type was determined by

the average rating for the three keywords in the sentence. Familiarity scores are on a scale from 1 to 7 where 1¼ “You have never seen or heard this word

before,” and 7¼ “You recognize the word and are confident you know the meaning of the word.” Frequency scores are Zipf scores, which range from 1 (less

frequent) to 7 (most frequent). Predictability scores indicate percent of participants who correctly guessed the keyword in a Cloze testing procedure.

Sentence type Familiarity Frequency Predictability

Medical high familiarity/high frequency 6.98 (6.90–7.00) 4.79 (4.31–5.31) 7% (0%–19%)

Medical high familiarity/low frequency 6.90 (6.69–7.00) 3.37 (2.74–3.99) 2% (0%–24%)

Medical low familiarity/low frequency 4.79 (3.55–5.52) 2.36 (1.65–3.35) 2% (0%–15%)

Standardized non-medical 6.98 (6.98–7.00) 4.88 (3.82–5.74) 17% (0%–63%)
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and language background questionnaire. There were also

questions about their interactions with medical professionals

and their current environment. After completing the survey,

they were redirected to Pavlovia (https://pavlovia.org/), the

online platform for PsychoPy (Peirce et al., 2019), for the

intelligibility task. Participants used their own computers

and headphones to complete all tasks.

Participants were assigned to one of three listening con-

ditions: quiet, speech-shaped noise, or hospital noise, with

23 participants in each condition. For all listening condi-

tions, participants heard all 160 sentences. Forty of the sen-

tences were produced by each of the four talkers with

assignment between talker and sentence counter-balanced

across listeners within a listening condition. Sentences were

presented in random order for each listener.

Before completing the experimental trials, participants

were presented with four practice trials. The practice trials

were presented in the same listening condition as the experi-

mental trials and were produced by a different speaker than

those in the experimental trials. After each sentence was pre-

sented, participants typed in what they heard (i.e., the entire

sentence). They could hear each sentence only once, were

not given any feedback, and could take as long as needed to

enter their responses. They were given two breaks of 10 s

minimum provided after every 54 trials. In addition, there

was a trial counter in the top left of the screen, so they could

keep track of their progress throughout the experiment.

III. ANALYSIS

Responses were scored for keyword accuracy. Prior to

scoring, two researchers (author S.P. and one other) completed

a spellcheck on the participants’ responses. Obvious typos

(e.g., “diffrent” changed to “different”), homophones (e.g.,

“pair” for “pear,” “pane” for “pain”), and words in which there

was an extra space or a missing space (e.g., “pace maker” for

“pacemaker,” “redspots” for the phrase “red spots”) were

counted as correct. Because the words in the low familiarity

sentence set were, by design, much less familiar to listeners,

the spellings were accepted if they could be pronounced as the

target word (e.g., “perpherated” for “perforated,” “disfunction”

for “dysfunction,” “silia” for “cilia”). After each of the

researchers completed the spellcheck, the two separate spell-

checked versions were scored for accuracy. The two sets of

scores were then compared. The two researchers discussed dis-

crepancies and came to a final decision with the assistance of a

third rater (author T.B.). Each keyword was then given a 0

(incorrect) or 1 (correct). Words with added or deleted mor-

phemes were counted as incorrect.

These word recognition accuracy scores, with each key-

word entered separately into the model, were then analyzed

using generalized linear mixed effects models with a logit link

function to account for the binomial outcome measures (i.e.,

correct or incorrect). Fixed effects for the analysis included

listening condition (quiet, speech-shaped noise, or hospital

noise), sentence type (medical or standard), frequency of tar-

get word, and familiarity of target word.1 The listening condi-

tion variable was Helmert coded to compare the quiet

listening condition to the average of the two noise conditions

and then to compare each noise condition to the other. The

final model also included interactions between both listening

condition comparisons and frequency and both listening con-

dition comparisons and familiarity. The model also included

random intercepts for items, for speakers, and for participants

in addition to random slopes for participants by sentence type.

IV. RESULTS

As can be seen in Fig. 2, listeners were overall much

more accurate in the quiet condition than in either of the

noise conditions. The results of the mixed effects model

mirror this observation. The comparison between the quiet

FIG. 1. One-third octave band sound

pressure levels of the speech-shaped

and hospital noise conditions, normal-

ized to 60 dBA.
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listening condition and the two noise conditions signifi-

cantly contributed to the model fit (b¼ 0.759, z¼ 2.622,

p¼ 0.009). However, the two noise conditions were quite

similar to one another (b¼ 0.075, z¼ 0.262, p¼ 0.794).

There were also clear differences among sentence types,

many of which were captured in the fine-grained frequency

and familiarity results described below. However, it did not

appear that there were major differences between medical and

non-medical sentences. Indeed, the standard (ST in Fig. 2)

sentences and medically related high frequency/high familiar-

ity sentences demonstrated very similar performance. Instead

of differences among sentence types (i.e., standard vs medical

sentences), it appeared that the primary differences were

driven by lexical frequency and familiarity. The model results

support this conclusion. Sentence type (i.e., medical vs stan-

dard) did not significantly impact model fit (b¼ 0.186,

z¼ 1.263, p¼ 0.207).

Both lexical familiarity and frequency improved model

fit (b¼ 0.455, z¼ 13.358, p< 0.001 and b¼ 0.110, z¼ 2.680,

p¼ 0.007, respectively). Figures 3 and 4 show accuracy as a

function of lexical frequency (Fig. 3) and lexical familiarity

(Fig. 4) across the three listening conditions. Listeners cor-

rectly identified more frequent words compared to less fre-

quent words and identified more familiar words compared to

less familiar words.

The two interactions between word familiarity and lis-

tening condition were not significant (b¼ 0.033, z¼ 0.670,

p¼ 0.503 for the interaction between quiet vs noise and

word familiarity and b¼ –0.050, z¼ –1.214, p¼ 0.225 for

the interaction between hospital noise and speech-shaped

noise and word familiarity). This finding reflects the obser-

vation in Fig. 4 that the slopes of the regression lines are

approximately similar for all three listening conditions.

However, the two interactions between word frequency and

listening condition were significant. The interaction between

the comparison of the quiet condition and the two noise

conditions with frequency was significant (b¼ 0.506,

z¼ 7.736, p< 0.001), suggesting that the noise conditions

were more impacted by frequency than the quiet condition.

FIG. 2. Performance on the intelligibility task across listening conditions

(23 listeners in each of the three conditions) and sentence categories. The

lines in the center of the boxes indicate the median value (i.e., 50th percen-

tile); the boxes indicate the interquartile range (i.e., 25th to 75th percentile);

whiskers indicate the largest and smallest values within 1.5 times the inter-

quartile range; dots indicate values greater than 1.5 times the interquartile

range. Medical sentences with low familiarity and low frequency words

(LL) are in white, medical sentences with high familiarity and low frequency

(HL) words are in dark gray, medical sentences with high familiarity and

high frequency (HH) words are in medium gray, and standard, non-medical

sentences (ST) are in light gray.

FIG. 3. Keyword accuracy by lexical frequency (Zipf transformed) of target

words. The best fitting linear regression line is plotted, with a shaded sec-

tion for 95% confidence intervals. Average accuracy scores across items

and subjects for words presented in hospital noise are represented in black

circles and a black regression line; words presented in speech-shaped noise

are represented in dark gray triangles and a dark gray regression line; words

presented in quiet are represented in light gray squares and a light gray

regression line.

FIG. 4. Keyword accuracy by lexical familiarity of target words. The best

fitting linear regression line is plotted as well, with a shaded section for

95% confidence intervals. Average accuracy scores for words across items

and subjects presented in hospital noise are represented in black circles and

a black regression line; words presented in speech-shaped noise are repre-

sented in dark gray triangles and a dark gray regression line; words pre-

sented in quiet are represented in light gray squares and a light gray

regression line.
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Similarly, the interaction between the comparison of the

hospital noise vs speech-shaped noise and frequency was

also significant (b¼ 0.109, z¼ 2.767, p¼ 0.006), which

reflects the steeper slope of the regression line in Fig. 3 for

the speech-shaped noise as compared to the hospital noise.

V. DISCUSSION

Our understanding of the impact of hospital noise on

speech intelligibility has been limited by the types of stimuli

employed in prior studies, which did not include speech

stimuli with medically related terminology (Pope et al.,
2013), or by the methods used, which did not include objec-

tive measures of how much listeners understand from

speech stimuli (Shukla et al., 2019). This study, therefore,

provides novel data regarding the intelligibility of sentences

with medical terminology in hospital noise.

Sentence intelligibility did not differ significantly over-

all between the speech-shaped noise and the hospital noise

conditions, contrary to our hypothesis, although both noise

conditions led to significantly lower speech intelligibility

than the quiet condition. The reason that these two maskers

resulted in similar performance is deserving of further inves-

tigation as these results may not hold for hospital noise

maskers with different characteristics.

There are some aspects of the hospital noise that were

expected to be more detrimental to speech intelligibility

than the speech-shaped noise. Specifically, the hospital

noise included voices, which were not included in the

speech-shaped noise. However, the voices in the hospital

noise used in this study were not very distinct. Therefore,

hospital noise maskers in which the voices are more intelli-

gible may result in greater informational masking (Summers

and Molis, 2004) and thus more challenges in identifying

the target words (Pope et al., 2013).

The amplitude fluctuations in the hospital noise and the

variety of realistic sound sources (e.g., speech, medical

alarms, occupant-generated sounds) also have the potential

for greater distraction and less adaptation to the noise.

However, we compressed the hospital noise to remove

extreme peaks to keep the SNRs throughout each sentence

more consistent. This compression may have made the hos-

pital noise and the speech-shaped noise conditions more sim-

ilar than found in real-world healthcare settings. Conditions

testing hospital noises that contain large amplitude variations

with attention capturing sounds (e.g., loud alarms) may lead

to different results than found in this study. Although these

amplitude variations could have detrimental impacts on

speech intelligibility, amplitude dips can also benefit listen-

ers’ abilities to understand the speech by providing access to

parts of the speech signal that can be used to piece together

messages (Miller and Licklider, 1950; Cooke, 2006),

although these benefits are smaller for some listener popula-

tions (Dubno et al., 2002; Festen and Plomp, 1990). Future

work should investigate how the potential benefits and detri-

ments from the amplitude fluctuation in hospital noise

ultimately impact speech intelligibility across listeners dif-

fering in age and hearing ability.

The analysis of the long-term average spectra for the two

maskers also showed similarities, including characteristics

typical of effective maskers, such as energy at all frequencies

with significant energy in the speech frequency range

(Bradley, 2003). Therefore, the extent of energetic masking

for the two noise types may have been very similar. The long-

term average spectra were not specifically controlled for in

this study because we wanted to test two different types of

noise that inherently had some spectral differences; however,

the minimal long-term average differences actually observed

may in part explain the lack of significant results. It would be

interesting to further explore how larger, controlled differ-

ences in spectral content impact results. In our experiment, we

also only employed one SNR. It would be useful to investigate

how noise levels interact with hospital noise type to impact

word recognition performance.

There may have been a congruency benefit for the med-

ically related sentences when presented in the hospital noise

that could have offset the aspects of the hospital noise that

tend to be more challenging for word identification.

Additional research is needed to further explore how noise

type by lexical item congruency may impact speech percep-

tion. Although usage-based accounts, such as exemplar

models (Foulkes and Docherty, 2006), would predict bene-

fits for these congruent situations, there is currently little

evidence about how the physical environment impacts

speech perception and production (Hay, 2018).

One of the goals of the current study was to investigate

sentence intelligibility with sentences that included medical

terminology compared to sentences that are more tradition-

ally used in speech perception research. For ecological

validity, it is important to assess how hospital noise will

impact word recognition for the types of words encountered

in medical settings. Overall, there were not significant dif-

ferences between the standard speech perception sentences

and sentences with medical terminology. In particular, the

medical sentences with high frequency and high familiarity

words and the standardized non-medical sentences showed

very similar performance across listening conditions (i.e.,

quiet, speech-shaped noise, hospital noise). Therefore, the

mere presence of medically related words does not cause lis-

teners difficulties with understanding speech. However,

there were substantial decrements for speech intelligibility

for words that were lower in familiarity and frequency. The

decrements for decreasing levels of word frequency were

steeper in the noise-added conditions than in quiet.

These results further highlight the calls for healthcare

providers to use “everyday language” with patients. The

avoidance of medical jargon can help decrease miscommu-

nications generally, but it also will reduce the possibility

that patients will not recognize the words, particularly in

adverse listening conditions. Furthermore, the sentences,

even in the low familiarity/low frequency condition, were

designed to have words that were low in familiarity rather

than completely unknown words. On the familiarity scale,
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which ranges from 1 to 7, we excluded words with average

familiarity rates below 2.5. The ratings 1, 2, and 3 specifi-

cally refer to words with the following characteristics: (1)

“You have never seen or heard this word before”; (2) “You

think that you might have seen or heard this word before”;

and (3) “You are pretty sure that you have seen or heard the

word before, but you are not positive.” It is likely that medi-

cal terminology encountered in healthcare settings would

include words that would fall into these unknown and

lesser-known categories. Thus, the impact of hospital noise

on health-related communication may in fact be overesti-

mated in our study.

Although patients now have access to greater resources

for gaining knowledge of medical terminology through the

internet (Fage-Butler and Jensen, 2016), it is still likely that

many medical encounters will include terms that are unfa-

miliar to patients or for which patients have only vague

meanings. For example, during consultations for initial diag-

noses or in the prescription of new medications, patients

may be presented with completely unfamiliar terms. Not

only should healthcare providers ensure that patients under-

stand the meanings of these words, but they should also be

cognizant that the listening environment itself could lead to

word recognition difficulties for patients.

In addition to the characteristics of words and senten-

ces, listening situations with higher cognitive load can cause

significant detriments to speech intelligibility and recall

(Hunter and Pisoni, 2018). Considering that many patients

seeking treatment in hospitals are likely to be in high stress

situations and therefore under high cognitive load, their abil-

ity to understand and remember information presented by

healthcare providers may be negatively affected. Indeed, a

study by Dunn et al. (1993) of cancer consultations found

that 1–3 weeks after the consultation, patients only remem-

bered about 25% of the information presented and only

approximately 40% of points deemed most important by the

doctor. It will be essential in future research to include mea-

sures of recall in addition to measures of initial word recog-

nition accuracy (e.g., Pope et al., 2013).

This study was also limited by the methodology

employed, specifically only requiring participants to type in

what they heard (i.e., word recognition) without a measure

of comprehension. Therefore, we only measured whether a

listener could correctly interpret the acoustic signal and

immediately write down the words. Word recognition is an

essential first step for accurately perceiving and remember-

ing medical information, but the full understanding of the

words is obviously essential. Future studies should consider

different methodologies that incorporate comprehension

measures.

The lexical items included in either word recognition or

language comprehension tasks could also be categorized in

other ways beyond their frequency and familiarity character-

istics as done here. For example, Fage-Butler and Jensen

(2016) provide several categories of medical terms. Their

category of dictionary-defined medical terms maps best to

the words used in this study, but other categories would also

be important to investigate, such as medical initialisms and

medication brand names. They also point out the use of col-

loquial technical terms, such as “endo” for endocrinologist,

which do not appear in medical dictionaries but may be used

by patients and should be considered within condition spe-

cific contexts. Other authors divide medical terminology in

different ways, such as the seven categories of medical

terminology of Koch-Weser et al. (2009), which included some

overlap with Fage-Butler and Jensen (2016) (e.g., drug names)

but also has categories for names of medical specialties, symp-

toms, and diseases and disease processes. Investigating listen-

ers’ perception and understanding of these different semantic

categories of medical terminology is another important avenue

for future work.

The participants in the current study were all monolin-

gual English-speaking young adults from the United States

with self-reported normal hearing who had relatively high

levels of education. Changing any of these listener charac-

teristics could lead to decrements in performance and poten-

tially different impacts of both the noise type and lexical

characteristics. It will be essential to test participants from

different age groups. Since the incidence of health problems

increases with age, testing older adults will be an important

next step. The incidence of hearing loss also substantially

increases with age, with only approximately 3% of individu-

als in the United States having a hearing loss of some type

in their 20s but close to 90% for individuals 80 years of age

and older (Lin et al., 2011). The increase in hearing loss,

which makes understanding speech in noise more challeng-

ing, suggests that many older adults will have more diffi-

culty with the initial steps toward comprehending and

remembering orally presented health information. Without

success in this initial step of spoken communication, the

chance that patients will fully understand their diagnoses

and be able to comply with discharge instructions substan-

tially decreases.

Not only were the participants in our study younger

than many hospitalized patients, but our participants had on

average higher levels of education. Specifically, �80% of

the listeners in this study had some education beyond high

school compared to 62% of the United States population

(U.S. Census Bureau, 2020). The impact of word frequency

and familiarity may have different effects on participant

samples with different education levels. For example, the

familiarity ratings of the words were gathered from partici-

pants with similar educational profiles to those in the intelli-

gibility tests. As familiarity ratings are subjective, it is

certainly possible that some words included here as having

moderate to high levels of familiarity may be less familiar

to other populations. Future studies should gather more

information from the participants about their experiences

with medical terminology beyond what was asked here. For

example, questions on the background questionnaire could

be added about their exposure to medical terminology from

a wider range of sources (e.g., media and friends or family

with health conditions). An objective vocabulary assessment

could be incorporated into the protocol as well to test their
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health literacy and knowledge of medical terminology.

Relatedly, questions could be incorporated about the listen-

ers’ exposure to hospital noise, as listeners who have spent

more time in hospitals specifically may show long-term

adaptation, which confers an advantage for the perception of

speech in hospital noise.

The age of the listeners would also influence how the

lexical characteristics impact word recognition. Vocabulary

knowledge increases with age (Verhaeghen, 2003), but the

ability to extract meaning from context for unfamiliar words

decreases with age (McGinnis and Zelinski, 2000). Thus,

there may be trade-offs for older adults when trying to

understand medical information in noisy environments with

some disadvantages (e.g., higher prevalence of hearing loss)

but some advantages (e.g., greater vocabulary knowledge).

Furthermore, middle-aged and older adults are better at esti-

mating their understanding of words, an important consider-

ation since patients may overestimate their knowledge of

medical terminology, potentially leading to miscommunica-

tions with healthcare providers (Chapman et al., 2003; Neill

et al., 2020).

One final population that will be essential to incorporate

in future studies is non-native speakers of English. There

should be consideration both for how unfamiliar accents of

healthcare providers and patients may make speech commu-

nication more challenging in noise (Munro, 1998; Adank

et al., 2009) and for how a patient’s knowledge of the lan-

guage may impact their understanding of medical terminol-

ogy (Dahm, 2012).

For future studies that incorporate listener populations

different than those tested here, assessments of hearing and

language abilities may need to be incorporated into the pro-

tocol. Some of these assessments are quite amenable to

online testing. For example, testing older adults may require

more knowledge about their hearing abilities. A question-

naire about hearing abilities (e.g., the Speech, Spatial, and

Qualities of Hearing Scale) or a hearing screening (e.g., the

digits-in-noise hearing screening) could be employed in

online testing protocols since these assessments can be

administered via phone or computer (Folmer et al., 2017;

Moulin et al., 2019). However, these tests do not provide

the same detail as an audiogram. If a full audiogram is

desired, then in-person testing may be required. Similarly,

for non-monolingual listeners, more detail about their lan-

guage learning history and proficiency levels should be

incorporated into the experimental protocol. Although there

are limitations for online testing compared to in-person

protocols and online testing may not be appropriate for all

populations, there is strong evidence of replication when

data collection is conducted online vs in person (e.g., Crump

et al., 2013), including studies showing replication of intelli-

gibility differences across listening conditions (e.g., Cooke

and Garcia Lecumberri, 2021; Slote and Strand 2016).

The materials in this study were presented in an

audio-only modality with stimuli that were recorded in a

nearly ideal recording environment (i.e., sound attenuating

booth). The inclusion of only audio information may have

underestimated participants’ abilities to understand the

speech, since it is well established that the provision of

visual information from speakers improves intelligibility in

adverse listening conditions (Sumby and Pollack, 1954).

However, the COVID pandemic has highlighted another

potential communication barrier: the need for healthcare

providers in hospitals and long-term care facilities to don

personal protective equipment, including face masks. Even

before COVID, face masks were commonplace in hospitals

and long-term care facilities to help prevent the spread of

infection. Thus, even in real-world hospital settings, patients

may not receive the benefits of visual information from the

speaker. Furthermore, recent studies show that face masks

significantly deteriorate directional output of speech

(P€orschmann et al., 2020), which could make it more diffi-

cult to separate the target speech from competing sounds in

the hospital environment, and are especially detrimental for

conveying higher frequency information, which is essential

for many consonant sounds (Corey et al., 2020). Many recent

studies have shown detrimental impacts of face masks on

speech intelligibility, recall, and listening effort especially in

noisy conditions or for listeners with hearing loss (Homans

and Vroegop, 2021; Rahne et al., 2021; Smiljanic et al.,
2021; Toscano and Toscano, 2021; Truong et al., 2021; Yi

et al., 2021), although the impact of speaking style can ame-

liorate some of the negative impacts (Cohn et al., 2021;

Smiljanic et al., 2021). It will be essential to expand on these

recent studies by investigating the impacts of face masks on

speech intelligibility and recall under hospital noise condi-

tions with materials relevant for healthcare settings.

VI. CONCLUSION

The data presented here demonstrate that the noisy con-

ditions found in many hospitals coupled with the use of less

familiar medical terminology have the potential to lead to

miscommunications between healthcare providers and

patients. The method used in our study only required word

recognition by participants; therefore, the measurement of

language comprehension and recall will be essential future

directions to understand how hospital noise and lexical charac-

teristics may influence the transmission of essential medical

information, such as discharge instructions and diagnoses.

Finally, the assessment of listeners from different populations

(e.g., older listeners, non-native speakers) and the use of var-

ied stimulus conditions (e.g., audio-visual, masked speech,

hospital noise with different levels or characteristics) are

important future directions.
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